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Exponential Operators from Anharmonic Oscillators* 
1. ISTHODUCTION 
For 112 > 1 iix a polynomial p(z) :~I- ~2,,,22,~~ n6,,~~++ p ~+ ..t u.# for 
- E C, with ai _,: 0 VJi and a,,,, -... 6. 0; p(x) will be fixed throughout. The ordinary 
differential equation 
has a complete orthonormal set of solutions ($,i(z)}~x, (eigenfunctions) for 
I,“(--a3, co) (as a real space), with corresponding discrete positive eigenvalues 
I ,,, ,,% o . when ~(4 ‘A 1” 12, z,l~,, is the classical Hermite function of order II and 
A,, 7 2n -( I. An\- L%olution of (I. 1) IS a constant multiple of some C,, . 
Reference [ 131 contains an extensive general theory on these matters. 
There has been intensive recent study of the operators (d/rl,v)” ~~~ p(x) fol 
applications to quantum field theorv. See, for example, [I, 2, I I]. Other rcccnt 
work on these operators is found in [7, IO]. 
In this paper. we first derive specific pointwise and su~~~norm cigenfunction 
estimates. Some of these results are in a more general form in [I31 (inadequate 
for purposes here). Reference [6. (‘hap. III] has further special results for the 
cast p(z) g4 
Our estimates will show that t/~,, belongs to the space S$‘C;;“\ ‘. (xc [3, (‘hap. 
lIV]). This answers !W to precisely the question posed in [5, p. 4681. In 
particular, it shows that these eigenfunctions arc entire vectors fol- a class of 
unitary representations of a certain Lie group. 
For a fixed positive integer li, Eve consider III 3 when k I and (I:,,, I 
when /z , 2. For a suitable real-valued function .f, the function 
I’t.f(,4 . , 1.’ K,(s, J*) f(.v) dr, (1.2) 
^ ‘I’his paper is based on a dissertation presented to the faculty of Rutgers Cni\wsit! 
(New Brunswick, N. J.) in parti;ll fulfillment of the rquiremcnts of the degree of IIoctor 
of Philosoph\-, October 1975. 
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with kernel (or fundamental solution) 
K,(x, y) =- 2 exp( -Af,‘“f) $Js) 4,(y) 
,,--0 
will satisfy the equation 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
This, along with differentiability properties, estimates, and treating .v as a 
complex variable, will be derived for P,f in the case k = 1 (( 1.4) is the heat 
equation). The optimal estimates show that for a large class of functions {fj, 
Ptf is complex entire of order wz -; 1, finite type, and belongs to S$?$ I. 
Similar real results will be stated for lz > 2 (they are worked out in [6]). 
Although the regularity properties of solutions of a partial differential equation 
is motivation by itself, these results also fit into the regularity- properties of 
representations of nilpotent Lie groups and further apply nicely to Cauchy 
problems. For k = 1, uniqueness classes for Eq. (I .4) are derived in [6], by 
using the estimates here on the solutions (I .2). This general method of using the 
existence of a solution to determine uniqueness of solutions is also used in [4, 161. 
Explaining the title, (d/d~)~ - $(x) is for deg (p) m= 2 and deg (p) G=- 4 
a harmonic oscillator and an anharmonic oscillator, respectirel!,, while P, is 
the hth-root exponential operator. The term anharmonic refers to the fact that 
when p(z) 7- n,z2, the eigenvalues are not in an arithmetic progression. 
2. REAL EIGESFVKCTION THEORY 
It is convenient to have p(O) : 2 0. The following facts are easy to see or else 
can be found proven in [13]: 
I. 3! s,, t (0, co) so that p(S,,) mm A,, . 
3 -. X,, of 1 satisfies X,, < (n2,,,)-1;P”~(X,,)1 2’11. 
3. 0 < An < X,,,r and lim,,_, A,, -_ w. 
4. I/J, is even or odd as n is even or odd. 
5. Gn has exactly u real zeros, all contained in (-A-, , S,). (2.1) 
6. #Jx) J 0 and $,,‘(.v)i J, 0 as s -+ CC on s :- S,, . 
7. #n has exactly one maximum or minimum between consecutive real 
zeros. 
8. The successive maximums of $,,(.v)’ on [0, X) are a nondecreasing 
sequence. 
9. I& and I,!J~’ have opposite signs for s .\ S,, 
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DEFINITION 2.1. ‘jfiir =: SU~,,~ i.f(x)l. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For some I) > O,K > 0, 
(i) ,1 JJ~ Ii. i /H,,a, (ii) Ii Q!J,,’ Ioj < KAv14. 
Proof. Choose R ‘I I so that RA,, 1:. 1. Then by [13, (8.4.1)] and 2 of 
(2.1): 
To show (ii) suppose s / c S, and 6, is the closest local extreme value of $,, 
to 3~‘. Then bv 2 of (2.1) and (i) we have 
--; A, ‘! l/J,, ‘;< i .x - b, ; < DX,3X,{ 
___ (u20,)-l/2nl ~jlfiwi+lh?n < (u~,)-~‘~~ (RX,)’ =- Kh,‘. 
On the other hand, if s ., S’,, , then by 6 of (2.1) 
(cI,T’W < 4,‘(X,)’ < K4,‘. 
The proof is now complete. 1 
hvLMA 2.3. Set a a,, and ,I = A, . For either 
(i) a :S 1 and x ,y. X1;2Jny or (ii) a < I and x > (u)-1~nrA1/2nr, 
we have 
(a 
1:2"ym ._ a1.2,\1:2nip-l)2 < p@) -- A* 
Proof. When a -: I and s “2 h1/an2: 
aX2nl _ ~2re-2 2aJp:2"'s 
( 
&pm ) < ax21'z _ ~(m-1)/11L(2a~1/" _ &/Wl) 
-~~ l&m -- ah < p(x) - h 
while a < 1 and .Y > (a)-r/“Ch1/2”’ gives 
Remarks. Of the three theorems in this section, the next is the most important, 
since the other two are derived from it. 
6 will be an arbitrarily fixed, small positive number throughout the paper. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Set B = ((a2,,J1/3 - S)/(m + 1). 
THEOREM 2.5. 1 #&)i < C exp(-B 1 x jnz+l) Vx E R, where 
C = Dhn2 exp[(aa,,J1/2 ~-2(m11)(~n)(m+1)/21,1] for some D > 0. 
Proof. Assume Q!JJX) > 0 for x > S,, . For convenience, the suffix n will be 
dropped throughout the argument. Set Z = 6-2h1/2m > S. Then by [13, 
(8.2.2)]: 
x > z. 
Since 6 is small, Z is large; and so by Lemma 2.3: 
#(z) < #(Z) exp [ -1: ((n,,)1/2 ~1~~ - (u,,)~/~ X1/2mynl-1) &] 
= Cz exp F (a2nJ 
l/2 xl’l-,-l 
- __ 
m-j-1 
+ (n2m)l12 ~1/2nyn 
m 13 
x > z, 
WY 
where 
Therefore, if x 2 Z 
(a2m’1; h1’2nb _ ( t’f; -Bx <C, ) )I 
(2.3) 
while if 0 < x < Z: 
/ $(x)1 exp(Bx”+r) < /j #I /loo exp [(~~)r/~X(~+~r/~?~ %2(n1+1)]. (2.4) 
Since C, < // Q/J /lm exp[(a,,,)1i2h’m+1):21,1 S-2(‘mX El)], and /j # /jm < DA2 (Proposition 
2.2), the estimate follows because z,/~ is even or odd (4 of (2.1)). 1 
Remarks. For estimates of this type, the reader might check [I I]. 
In the next section, we show the order p of I&(X) as a complex entire function 
is m + I. Then Titchmarsh’s estimate [12, (8.8)] shows the type o < (m + 1)-l 
when p(z) = ,z2m. If h(0) is the Phragmin-Lindeliif indicator function of &(z), 
then -0 < h(0) < u [9, p. 2761. When p(z) = .z2n1, Theorem 2.5 + h(0) == 
h(r) ,( -(nz + 1)-l; whence, u = (m +- I)-’ and h(0) -= h(r) = -(m + 1)-l. 
This means that for p(z) = ,z2m, the constant B in Theorem 2.5 cannot be 
improved, except perhaps by dropping the 6. 
A good example is c(z) = ,z2, where {&}:=a are the Hermite functions. In this 
case, p = 2, D = 4, h(0) = h(n) = -4, and B cannot be improved except when 
7t = 0 (the 6 can then be dropped). 
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FOI- a general p(z), it seems likely that o = (f2,,,,)1J2(m + I)-‘, h(0) h(T) 
~~-(a,,,,)ym I)-‘, and B could only be improved in a few cases by droppinK 
the 6. 
Csing ‘l’heorem 2.5 and a double application of the hiean-Value l’heorcm, wvc 
now derive a similar estimate for C,,‘. 
Proof. For s *\‘,, , apply the lIean-\-alue Theorem twice (dropping the 
suf?i?c n again) to obtain: 
(i) #(x) ~ 4/‘(” I) : $‘()I~), s i; y1 _ .Y 1, and, by 6 in (2.1): 
#‘(x -1 I) (< j </i’(>‘1) 1 ; J,(x) : Qqx ‘- I), -; 2 i&.x)!. (2.5) 
Therefore, using Theorem 2.5 (where B’, C’ are B, C with S/2 replacing 6): 
I $‘(x)i < (2 -1 p(s ; 1))C’ exp( ~-B’s”“l) -< Tc” exp( -Bs?” *I), .V >, +ip, 
(2.7) 
where 
For 0 < .Y < X, 2 of (2.1) and Proposition 2.2 give: 
Combining (2.7) and (2.8) gives the result. 1 
LEMMA 2.7. For all q ‘3 0: 
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wheye H,,(s) = &!(A,, + 1 s I + ! x ,2n1) for some ill’ > 0 and 
4 = (4/2) + 1, q even, 
-..= (q ‘- 1)/2, q odd. 
Pyoof. Drop the suffix II, and let A(s) = 4(x); -I- ~ #‘(x); and a(~) == 
p(x) - A. Then for some M > A;’ (this makes H(s) 3 1 VX), ; &J(x)~ < H(X) 
for all q > 0. Now Leibnitz’ rule used on +“(s) V(X) #(x) gives for all q 3 0: 
lp+2)(x) = (;I z(x) lp’(x) + (Y, v’(x) p-1) 
0 
(2.9) 
_ . . . + ; v(*)(x) l&x). 
The proof will be inductive. For q == 0: 
( y!h”‘(X)i = / V(X)1 i #(.X)1 < H(X) A(X) V’xE FL 
Proceeding to the induction step, suppose that the estimate holds for 0, l,.. . , q - 1. 
Then by (2.9): 
j Ip+2)(x)[ < H(x) i (i) j lp”‘(x)l < C*(H(Xl)pfl iqc) 
k0 
< Cq(H(x))d~ A(x) VXER, 
and the proof is now complete. i 
THEOREM 2.8. For q >, 0: ! @)(x)1 < C exp(--B j x’ ITjzrl) Vx E R, zcheye 
c = J/&a exp[bs-2'"+l,h~L1)12nl] and b > 0, M(& q) > 0, 49) 3 5. 
Pyoof. Choose R 2 1 so that Rho > 1. Then Lemma 2.7 and Theorems 2.5, 
2.6 2 for q > 2 and x E R (where primes denote Sj2 replaces 6 in the associated 
constants): 
1 #$)(x)1 s; MCq-2(Rh,)dq (1 !- 1 x / -L / x i2m)dq (Cl’ + C,‘) exp(--R’ j .Y I1lL+l) 
:= D(&Jdq (Cl’ _ C,‘) exp(--B I y j”l’l), 
(2.10) 
where ZI = D(S, q). For K = K(S), b > 0, we have by Theorems 2.5 and 2.6: 
Cl’ + C,’ < KR?l,,J exp [b~~2(m+1)(/\n)(m+1)/2m] 
which, when substituted into (2.10), gives (with T = T(6, q)): 
/ i!,“‘(x)1 :z T(&)“a-’ exp[bs-?(“‘+l)(X,l)(l~~‘l)~~‘I’] exp(-B 1 x jrrl+l), q >> 2, 
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 cover the cases q = 0 and q == 1. I 
50 j/27/2-1 I 
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3. COMPLEX ~CIGENFUNCTION THEORY 
#,(z) is an entire function since h - p(z) is a polq’nomial. The next theorcnr 
uses the method described in [13, p. 1711. 
THEOREM 3.1. I/,( has order nz L.- I, is of finite type, and satisfies (for some 
a :> 0): 
where K -: CA,L4 exp(rAi:“+1):‘2’i’) for C 3, 0, Y ;> 0. 
Proof, Drop the suffix n. Set y”(z) = I/J(O) A ZI,!J’(O) and: 
Then with S(z) == I #J(O)\ -i ! z #J’(O): and M(x) y.- max~,:~llzl / P(T)‘, the 
following estimates hold : 
S(z)((M(z) + X)1!” / z I)‘^’ 
1 y,;(z) - “k-&)’ < ___- (2k)!----- ’ k > I. (3.1) 
Hence, CT=‘=, (~~(2) - yppl(z)) converges uniformly on compact sets :> the 
series is entire and termwise differentiation is permitted. Since y,,(z) -t 
Cr=‘=, (y,(z) -- yk,_r(z)) satisfies Eq. (1 .I) with the same initial conditions (at 
z = 0) as 4(z), this means: 
?G) ~= .,‘0(4 ~‘- 1 (YkW - Jk-I(4). 
/,,-I 
Choose R >’ 1 SO that RA, ‘,:. 1. Then bp (3.1) and Proposition 2.2, if ! x I c 
(RA)lj2,“, 
Therefore, by choosing a > d, we have 
On the other hand, by the maximum principle: 
$(z)i < CA” exp(a(RX)(“’ 1~1)/2”‘), z : < (RA)llen,. 
Combining (3.2) and (3.3) gives the desired estimate: 
j F+!J,~(~)! ,< K exp(n: z jrnil) QXE @. 
(3.3) 
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This shows the order p < m T 1, while Theorem 2.5 shows p ;s HZ -L 1. 
‘Therefore, p == m + 1 and the finite type is obvious. 1 
Remarks. As explained in the remarks following Theorem 2.5, the exact 
type is probably (az,n)ljz(m A 1)-l. Th e next theorem refers to the spaces of 
type S in [3]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Ji,, E S$~,‘!I ‘. 
Ptmf. By the remark in [3, pp. 220-2211, this is equivalent to Theorems 2.5 
and 3.1. 1 
Remarks. In [3], entire function theory is used to construct a nontriviai 
function in Se” for a: > 0, /3 > 0, n + j3 = 1. Theorem 3.2 suggests that the 
theory of ordinary differential equations might be used to get the same result. 
.\lso, as mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem 3.2 affirmatively answers the 
question posed in [5, p. 4681, resulting in the eigenfunctions being entire vectors 
for a class of unitary representations of a certain Lie group. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Fov T > 0, 3K == K(l’, II, 6, q) so that 
/ +t’(X + ijl)i < K eXp(-B j S ifJim’ ‘), j ~7 ; < T. 
Proof. From basic entire function theory, the derivatives of #,, satisfy the 
same estimate as &, in Theorem 3.1 (the constant K may vary with (1). 
Using Theorems 2.8 and 3.1, we can apply Theorem 1 in [3, p. 2131 with 
h = p = m + 1 and a = -B’ (-B with S/2 replacing a), to get a C:, == 
C,(n, 9, 6) and Kl > 0 so that: 
Since the set S = [z E @: K, s < y ( T] is compact * 
i&?(z) exp(B s ,jfi~‘) -:: c&z, q, T) < oz for 2 t S. 
Therefore, with K ~~ max(C, , C’,): 
j tp)(x + +)I -< K exp(--B 1 X rl ,“f21), / J’ I :. T. 1 
Remark. The “type” B in the exponential decrease appears to be optimal. 
4. KERNELS (k :.: I, m 1:-r. 2) 
For information about functions (1.2), we desire properties of their kernels 
(1.3). In this section we derive such properties when k 1 and m ‘. 2 (for 
k g-- 2, see Sect. 6). 
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The nest lemma uses the fact that the eigenvalues satisfy [6, p. 161: 
(4.1) 
Pmf. uh,, I i: X,,t for 11 . rV(t, a, r). If JB M(t, a, 1.) =z f ~~ u/I;.-’ 
then for n ,,-- i\‘: A,,” cxp(uX,,’ 
. 0, 
~~ /)J) :< (j,,Q -.\I,‘,, .-< ((q -1.. 2)!iJ[‘“‘“‘) A;;? 
and ~~~oh;’ < x 1,~ (4.1). i 
Remark. The next proposition uses R in Definition 2.4; ~1 3 2 is used twice 
in the proof. 
PROPOSITIOIS 4.2. For fixed t >- 0, K, is entire in z1 or zz , d$ferentiatiotl is 
term by tow, and 3C ~~ C(t, 6) so that for some n -z 0: 
K,(z, ~)i << C esp(n 3 ‘1) ’ ~- B 1’ nr~L1), ZEC), ycR. 
Proof. B!- Theorem 3. I, 
Since 772 : 2, the abob-e series converges by Lemma 4.1. Hence, the first two 
assertions are true. For the estimate, Theorems 2.5 and 3.1 and Lemma 4.1 
give for f f(6) : 
I I+, \,)’ ; nz esp(n CT I”’ ’ H / J ,)I( i 1) ;,<, ,j,,” esp(c$:‘” -1’i.Lm - U) 
c erp(a u” (‘1 ’ ~-~ R _1’ ;t”- ‘), z 5 c, J’ c Ft. 1 
PROPOSIl’lO~ 4.3. For x, ?’ E !R, t ’ E ’ 0, q t ‘W, and (‘, -= C,(t, 6, q) ‘:. 0 
f ori - 1, 2, zce have (with K : K,): 
(ii) 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.8, 3a :-- a(y), c == r(6) so that: 
Since xz=, A,,” exp(ch~+i)/*“” - h,,t) < cc, bv Lemma 4.1; by induction on q 
we get (i). 
By Theorem 2.5, 3c = c(6) so that: 
< 0’ esp[-fi(I x lrn+’ + I y I”“~‘)] At+” exp(ch?l)!zrn _ Ant) 
and, once again, by Lemma 4.1, the series in n converges. Hence, by induction 
on q, (ii) is clear. [ 
5. HEAT EQUATION SOLUTIONS (k = I, v? > 2) 
Basic results will be derived for the operator P, of (1.2) for k = 1 and m. > 2. 
The case k = 1 and m = 1 is discussed later, while k > 2 is discussed in 
Section 6. By Proposition 4.3, P, acts on the following space of functions: 
DEFINITION 5.1. For B in Definition 2.4, define: 
F = u [L’(exp(--B I x in+l))]. 
a 
P, f (z) will always be given by (1.2) with a fixed f E 9. 
DEFINITION 5.2. (h,g) = s-“a h(x)g(x)dv ifr’zg EL’@). 
LEMMA 5.3. P,f(x) = Cz==, exp(-X,,t) #Jx)(f, #,,), t b 0, x E R. 
Proof. If h,v(y) = xE=, exp(-A,$) #,(s) #I?, then for fixed x E I&$ t > 0: 
If(Y) MY)l G If(Y)1 f =P(-44 I %nW I AL(Y)lr 
7l=O 
which is in tl([W) (see the proof of Proposition 4.3). Hence, by dominated 
convergence: 
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COROLLARY 5.4. Iff(x) == 2 nsT c,,$J,~(x), where r is a finite set, then: 
Z’,f(x) = 2 c,, exp(--Ant) $h,(s). 
,,‘=r 
THEOREM 5.5. For xt Iw, t .; c . 0, q E N, b 3i 0; 3c, = C,(S,f, q, e) ’ 0, 
i =: 1,2, so that: 
(ii) 
Proof. By using an induction argument on q with the hIean-Value Theorem 
and dominated convergence, everything follows from Proposition 4.3. 1 
COROLLARY 5.6. For fixed t ‘i. 0, P,f E S(m+lj-, as a function of x E I?& 
Proof. This follows from (ii) in Theorem 5.5 (see [3, p. 1721). [ 
Remark. The next theorem generalizes this corollary by going into the 
complex plane. 
THEOREM 5.7, For fixed t ._. 0, P,f(z) is entire in z of order m f 1, has 
finite type, and belongs to S;‘:,‘,T&!‘, ‘. 
Proof. Hv Proposition 4.2, given l ::. 0, we have for I z i < R and 
1’. :-, I;,(c, R): 
Hence, the integral j‘c , K,( c, ?I) f( y) tly converges uniformly to P,f(z) on 
compact sets; and so P,J(z) is entire, say iff E S,S for o( 1:~ 0, p > 0 [14, p. 1001. 
Tiow given f t .F, we can choose fi E .S,fl (fixed (Y 0, fl ‘> 0) so that J: l ,f in 
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the norm of Ll(exp(---B 1 x jm+l)) w h ere 6 is determined by f [3, pp. 235-2371. 
Hence, by Proposition 4.2, given E > 0, we have for / z j < R and 1 3 L(e, R): 
1 j-1 (fdr) -f(Y)) fG(% Y> dY j 
* ’ C exp(a j x /lli+l) SK ifi -f(y)1 exp(--B 1 y jni+l) dy < E. 
-cc 
Hence, by uniform convergence on compact sets, P,f(z) is entire VIE 9. 
Now Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 5.5 yield the estimates: 
i PJ(z)I < C, exp(a I 2 i~‘~+l), t/z E @, (5-l) 
Ptf(x)l < C, exp(--B x Yl), v’x E R, (5.2) 
which show the order to be exactly m + 1, and the type finite. Finally, since P, f 
is entire, (5.1) and (5.2) are equivalent to P,f e S$~$‘~;’ [3, pp. 220-2211. 1 
Remark. Besides satisfying (5.1) and (5.2) P,f E S[yA:;i’);’ means for all 
z=x+iyE@: 
/ P,f(x + iy)i < Cexp(--a I x j”‘-ll + 6 / y :l’zil) 
for some a > 0, b > 0 [3, p. 1751. This estimate gives: 
(5.3) 
COROLLARY 5.8. For T > 0, 3C == C(T,f, 6, t) so that: 
~ P,f(x + iy); < C exp(--L3 / x ,nl+l), ~ y 1 < T. 
Remark. Inequalities (5.1)-(5.4) hold for all derivatives of P,f. 
(5.4) 
THEOREM 5.9. U(x, t) = P,f(x) satisfies 
(5.5) 
Proof. Set A = (d/d.x)2 - P(N). By Theorem 5.5: 
The Case m =.= 1. By deriving Lemma 4.1 with a < t, r = 1, and using the 
earlier eigenfunction estimates, we should be able to derive almost all (or all) the 
results here. However, in this case, B -- B(t) ---f 0 as t + 0 and fl == *s(t). 
Cauchy problems. Theorems 5.5 and 5.9 can be combined to get uniqueness 
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classes for Cauchy problems involving Eq. (5.5). The method (due to Holmgrcn 
and employed in [4, 161) is to use the existence of the known solution to derive 
the uniqueness of solutions. This is carried out in [6], where two uniqueness 
classes are derived. 
6. SOLUTIOKS TO (1.4) \VHEK R 3 2 AND a2,,L > I 
Real results similar to those in Sections 4 and 5 are derived in [6], for K 2 2 
and a anI > I. Here is a discussion of them. 
DEFINITION 6.1. For s = (2m/k) - 6 (fixed, small 6 > 0) and all b 
define the space of functions: 
9 --_ u [Lr(exp(-b j x I”))]. 
b,6 
For a fixedfg 9, the functions 
with kernels 
k’,(& y) == 2 exP(--/\‘nl”‘t) #n(X) #J,(Y) 
,2-O 
solve the equations 
(- 1)kf’ g! c g -p(x) U(x, t), t > 0, x E R. 
Different eigenfunction estimates are needed; and this is where aEnL 2 1 
used. These estimates with the analog of Lemma 4.1 will give the analog 
Proposition 4.3. From this we get: 
is 
of 
THEOREM 6.2. For x E IR, t -1; E : 0, q t N, some b > 0, and some s 
(2m/k) - 6 ($xed 6 :; 0), there exists Ci = C$S, f, k, q, E, b) > 0 for i = 1, 2 so 
that: 
0, 
(9 exp(-X’“t) &ix) MY) I f(y) dx 
w 1 c-, C, exp(-b 1 x i”)i . 
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The two cases K > 2 and k = 1 are basically different. This is evident from 
comparing Theorems 5.5 and 6.2, and the fact that new eigenfunction estimates 
were needed when k > 2. Furthermore, in contrast to Theorem 5.7, it is very 
doubtful that, for fixed t > 0, P,f can be extended analytically into the complex 
plane when k > 3. When k = 2, P,f most likely can be extended analytically 
to a horizontal strip 1 y 1 < T. Goodman [5] has shown this to be true when 
k := 2, m = 2, by proving the optimal result P,~E S:,, (Eote: a function in S’ 
or SE1 is analytic in some strip y i < T. See [3, pp. 172-1751.) It is believable 
that T - CC as t + 03. Goodman knows this is true when vz = 1. 
In general, we have [6, p. 641: 
Ptf E S,&,r (fixed t > 0). 
Perhaps the following is true and also best possible: 
P,f E $l:, (fixed t 3’ 0). 
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